The 20 bp, directly repeated DNA sequence of broad host range plasmid R1162 exerts incompatibility in vivo and inhibits R1162 DNA replication in vitro.
The broad host range plasmid R1162 contains a directly repeated, 20 bp DNA sequence in the region of the plasmid required in cis for replication and maintenance. This sequence has been chemically synthesized and cloned, and shown to be sufficient for expression of plasmid incompatibility. The sequence also inhibits replication of R1162 DNA in a cell-free system. The strengths of both these effects are determined by the number of direct repeats (DRs) present, and are also affected to similar degrees by different mutations within the repeated sequence. Several of the mutations were tested for their effect in cis on plasmid maintenance in the cell, and one was found to cause an increase in plasmid copy number. The results suggest that the direct repeats exert incompatibility by inhibiting DNA replication, presumably because they are the binding sites for a limiting essential protein.